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ABSTRACT

The Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) will provide transportation from low earth orbit
to synchronous orbit or for interplanetary missions for many future spacecraft.
The IUS Solid Rocket Motors represent a potential spacecraft contamination
source which must be considered by spacecraft designers. A series of computer
codes have been developed to predict solid rocket motor produced contamination
to spacecraft sensitive surfaces. Subscale and flight test data have confirmed
some of the analytical results. Application of the analysis tools to a typical
spacecraft has provided early identification of potential spacecraft
contamination problems and provided insight into their solution; e.g., flight
plan modifications, plume or outgassing shields and/or contamination covers.

I NTRODUCTION

A number of spacecraft with solid rocket motors (SRM's) have experienced
degradation of themal control with a resultant shortening of operational life,
apparently due to contamination. Others have flown with calorimeters,
reflectance gauges or quartz crystal microbalances and have measured various
levels of contamination. The amount of instrumentation and locations have been
limited on all spacecraft measurements, making it impossible to differentiate
between sources of the apparent contamination.

In 1978, the Boeing Aerospace Company proceeded to develop analytical tools
to predict contamination associated with the solid rocket motors of the Inertial
Upper Stage (YUS). This effort resulted in a series of computer codes that
defined the characteristics of exhaust flow fields, the chemical species
generated and the resulting contamination.

Table I summarizes all sources of contamination experienced by a spacecraft
from ground operations through the end of life (EOL) of tI,e spacecraft and the
currently-known mechanisms of transport of the contaminants from the source to
the receiver. This paper discusses the SRMsources and transport mechanisms.
It describes the analytical tools developed and the application of these tools
to a typical spacecraft.

ANALYSIS TOOLS

A number of analytical tools have been developed to define the
contamination from a solid rocket motor. The definition of the chemical
species, thermodynamic and flow field properties of the inotor exhaust were
accomplished using existing computer codes which were modified for contamination
prediction purposes. Figure i illustrates the analysis approach and shows the
various computer codes (in parentheses) used for the different parts of the flow
field. The following paragraphs describe in more detail each individual
computer code or analytical approach.

*The Boeing Aerospace Company, Seattle, Washington
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Combustion Chamber

In the combustion chamber and during the nozzle expansion, the chemical
species and their thermodynamic properties were calculated using the CHEM
program from the Plume Interference Prediction (PIP) computer codes (Reference
I). The chamber calculations are performed initially with the condensed species
considered to obtain the proper combustion properties and to deterr4ine the
percentage of condensed species in the flow. All condensed species are the,,
removed from the list of possible products being cunsidered. The chamber
calculations and subsequent equilibrium chemist'y expansion are then made with a
gaseous-only composition. When the thermodynamic calculations are completed,
the transport properties are calculated. A matrix of thermodynamic and
transport properties are generated for various assumed levels of heat transfer
between condensed species and the gas. This matrix then provides the data
required in the nozzle expansion process to account for heat transfer and drag
between particles and gas. The code has the option of equilibrium chemistry to
the nozzle exit or chemistry can be frozen at a designated area ratio. The
thennochemical data are then used as an input to PIP to define the nozzle
exhaust flow field.

Nozzle Inviscid Flow Field

The nozzle inviscid flow field is calculated using the PIP computer code
which Jses a modified method of characteristics. The PIF computer program is
designed to give detailed flow field information in the supersonic region of a
reacting (nultiphasetwo-dimen_;onal or axisyn_etric flow field.

The flow of a gas/particle mixture is described by the equations for
conservation of hlass,molilentumand energy. The code is fully coupled in that it
considers the exchange of _nomentum and energy between the gas and partlcle
phases. The equilibrium thermochemistrydata were generated as described in the
previous paragraph. In the gaseous phase the state variables pressure, dersity
and temperature are related by the equation of state while fo_ the particulate
phase the equations are for the particle drag, particle heat bdlance and the
particle equation of state.

A particle size distribution is input in the combustion cha_J_berand the
interactions of the particles with the gas (drag and heat transfer) define a
radial mass distribution and limiting streamlines for the various size
particles.

From the PIP code the nozzle exit plane inviscid thermodynamic and flow
field properties are defined. T_e exit conditions must now be _nudifiedto
include boundary layer effects.

Nozzle Boundary Layer

Larlier studies (Reference 2, 3, 4 and 5) have shown that nozzle boundary
layers allow the fluw field to expand to much greater angles than an inviscid
solution. The Boundary Layer Integral Matrix Procedure (BLIMP) computer code
computes nonsimilar chemically-reactinglaminar or turbule_t boundary layers for
ablating, transpiration cooled or non-ablating internal flows (_eference 6).
The program considers either local thermodynamic equilibrium or frozen
composition for a general propellant gas. The code calculates both the subsonic
and zupersonic parts of the boundary layer and defines the velocity and
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tBnperature profiles. It uses the axial pressure and velocity sradients along
the nozzle wall as defined by the inviscid flow field calculation. Wall
temperatures fr_n full scale development motor tests are used as input to
include heat transfer at the wail.

After calculating the boundary layer the PIP code exit plane conditions are
modified near the nozzle wall to account for the boundary layer thickness and
velocity profile.

Nozzle Exhaust Flow Field (Past Exit)

The exit plane conditions are modified to include boundary layer effects by
superimposing the profiles calculated in BLIMP. The subsonic layer is simulated
using the method of Cooper (Reference 5) where the subsonic portion is
i_entropically accelerated to conditions slightly above sonic conditions. With

: the nozzle exit properties _odified to include viscous effects, the PIP code is
restarted to calculate Lhe exhaust plume.

A free molecular flow calculation has been provided as an )ption which
pemiLs treatment of the ,'arlfiedregions of the plume, As the gas expands, the
translational,vibrational and rntational modes freeze based on a Knudsen number
of 10, 1.0 and 0.1 resi)ectively. At freezing, the oolution switches to an
effective source solution. The streamlines are consTdered straight and the
velocity constant. Conservation of mass then deter,r.nesthe density while other
properties are found from the equation of state.

Molecular Flow Field

The CONSIM (Contamination Simulation) cumputer code was developed to
predict the flux of molecules which have sufficient thermal energy to escape the
pluhlein the direction of a critical spacecraft surface.

Conceptually, the program is very simple. A spacecraft geometry is
constructed by building up simple shapes which can be defined mathematically;
i.e., cylinders, spheres etc. The exhaust plume is likewise defined as a cone,
which hereafter w_ll be referred to as the emitting surface. The position of
this emitting surface was chosen so that on one side the flow can be described
by a continuum model, which implies small mean free paths or high collision
frequencies, while on the other side of the surface the flow is in a free
molecular regi_aewith large n_an free paths and low collision frequencies. The
p-operties of mean flow velocity, Mach number, flow angle and gamma were
calculated using t_e PIP computer code and input to CONSIM as constants.
Density variations were also calculated externally and assumed to vary as I/r2
along the emitting surface.

After the geometry and properties of the emitting surface have been
defined, a Monte Carlo technique is employed to calculate the flux of molecules
hitting any surface of the spacecraft. The basic procedure is to look at the
percentage of molecules which have sufficient thermal energy to escape from a
random point on the emitting surface in a random direction. After a number of
points and directions have beeT_ investigated, a solution for the flux is
converged on.

The program calculates a characteristic thermal speed (U_) of the flow
defined as the bulk velocity of the flow divided by the most probable velocity.
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The most probable velocity for several suecies is plotted in Figure 2. By
assuming the flow is in local thermodynamic equilibrium at the emission point
implies th_c the thermal velocity is given by a Maxwel!-Boltzmann di._tribl,tion

and that all directions of the velocity are equally probable. Figur=.3 is the
thermal velocity distribution for several species at a temperature of 2000 K.
_rom the equation in Figure 3 the shape of the curves are seen to be very
dependant on this characteristic velocity.

Random thermal directions and velocities are chosen whicn are then

vector-,]ly added to the _nean flow at the emission point. This resultant
direction is then weighted by the fraction of molecules with this velocity and
is then checked to see which, if any, spacecraft surfaces are hit. Tallies of
the hits and misses for each surface are kept and after sufficient mdom
directions and velocities are investigated, a converging solution for flux
impinging on each surface is obtained.

Ambient Scattering

During SRM burns near low earth orbit, the ambient atmosphere is dense
enough that exhaust products may be scattered by the oncoming ambient molecules
and contaminate parts of the payload surface.

Exhaust products from the _iotor are scattered by collisions with the

atmosphere which has a directed velocity VSC (Figure 4) equal to the velocity of
the spacecraft. Those exhaust particT_s in the voluzneele_nentdV which are
scattered into the solid angle _ subtended at the volume element by the payload

surface area Asr will strike the payload and are assumed to s_ ok. The model
does not include _elf-scattering of the exhaust gas nor are ,nult,vle collisions
with the ambient atmosphere considered. The amount of contamination in
moleclues per unit area striking the payload surfaces is given by:

C - fS-_' ) __ dV dt (1)
where: -J p2 ASC 4

S(t,_) is the source term which describes the density of exhaust-gas
p2 molecules as a function of time t, angle0, and radial distanceP.

p_(t,__ is a ten,_describing the collision frequency as a function of time and

ASC whicli also takes into account the angular ¢ dependence of the
collision cross section of the exhaust molecules with the ambient gas.

ASC is the area of the payload.

is a geometricdl term representing the ratio of the solid anule
4_ subtended by the payload to the total solid a_gle 4_.

dV dt represents integration over all appropriate volume and time.

Following burnout the exhaust flow field is assumed of the fon_'

p2 i:)2 _

where A(t) is function of time as the internal insulation cools ,.,_uo.t;, ,sing
sIows•
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The ¢ollislon frequency term is given by (3)

v(t,¢) = N(t) o(¢) Vsc(t)

N(t) is the particle density of the ambient atmosphere and is a functi,,:1 of
time because the spacecraft is changing altitude.

V£C is the spacecraft velocity ando(_) is the cross section for collisions
between the exhaust gas and the ambient atmosphere, and

(4)
0 (¢) : 4 COS@Ocm

where o_m is the cross section measured in the center of mass frame of the
collidin_ particles.

By determining the solid angle subtended by the volume element and
substituting for the volume element, the integral can be rewritten. During
burnout when the vehicle may be pointing the outgassing nozzle into the wind,
the integral is

_posigrade J_/2 /
C : Kz A(t) Vsc(t)r_(t)dt f (Xcos8+.l) cosOsin2B X dXd8 (5)

J (X2+l+2Xcose) 2
tretroQrade O-- Re

where K = Z°cm and X : D/d ds_n
d

Similarly, durin_ ,,,ain motor burn, =n equivalent integral can be constructed by
nodifyinq the source term, geor,etry and integration limits.

He;t Soak Outgassing

During and after burnout of a solid rocket motor, heat from tile Cohlbustion
chamber conducts through the insulation to the motor case materials and heats
thBn to te_nperatures which can significantly increase the case unaterial
outgassing rates resulting in severe contamination to spacecraft. Tile analysis
approach is to use a one dimensional heat conduction equation to define
temperatures vs. time on the external surface of the case. Test data are
required to define the volatile condensible materials (VCM) which will emanate
fr_n the motor case at the predicted operational temperatures. Table II
summarizes the information required and the assumptions for this analysis.

TYPICAL SPACECRAFTCONTAMINATIONANALYSIS

rhe analytical tools described in the previous paragraphs were applied to
the IUS and a typical spacecraft as shown in Figure 5. Typical flight
operations which affect contamination are the III second SRMI burn, the 5 hour
I0 minute coast with the SRMI attached, SRMI-2 separation, SRM2burn of 77
seconds and the contamination/collision avoidance maneuver occuring 55 minutes

after SRM2 burnout. The following paragraphs describe the results of a steady
state and transient analysis of the inter-molecular scattering in the SRM
exhaust plume, ambient scattering during SRM operation in low earth orbit,
ambient scatter of internal insulation during a possible retrograde maneuver and
outgassing of the Kevlar epoxy motor case following SRMburnout and heat soak.
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Steady State

The steady state analysis was maae assumin_ the SRM operated at a constant
tOO psia chamber pressure. The exhaust flow field was defi;ledwitllard without
a boundary layer in the nozzle as shown in Figure 6. The boundary layer
thickness is approximately 0.1 inches thick. A boundary between free molecular
flow and continuum flow was defined in the exhaust flow where the Knudsen number
is ten. It was assumed that a majority of the molecules which would escape the
exhaust plume would eminate from this location, Using the properties of the
exhaust flo field along this surface and assuming an average gas molecular
weight, the deposition of contamination along the vehicle surface is shown in
Figure 5. This is equivalent to a molecular layer on approximately O.O00U5
percent of the surface area of the spacecraft. Since the exhaust flow field
contains a large number of different molecules of vdrious molecular weights,
(Table Ill), and thermal molecular velocities are exponentially dependant on
molecular weight, consideration was given to the effects of molecular weight on
inter-molecularscattering. Hydrogen gas has the lowest molecular weight of the
species and wobld (if the gas were to stick) put about 300 molecular layers of
hydrogen on 100 percent of the surface. Assuming molecular carbon with a
molecular weight of 12 is in the flow, an equivalent of one molecular layer over
0.005 percent of the surface area of the spacecraft results.

Transient Analysis

A simplified transient analysis was conducted because inter-m_ecular
scattering increases exponentially with decreasing fnean flow velocity during
ignition and burnout transients. Steady flow fields were defined for transient
chamber pressure conditions of 1, 30, 60, 100 and 200 psia. The ignition
transient duration is approximately 0.15 seconds. The burnout transie,_t,when
considering the insulation outgassing after motor burnout, will las: for four to
five minutes (see Figure 7). This decay rate is defined using a combination of
rubber insulation o tgassing test data and analytical procedures as ou'clinedin
Reference 7. Inter-molecularscattering wa_ defined for each of the chamber
pressure conditions as shown in Figure 8 for SRM1 _nd 2. As the chamber
pressure decreases a significant increase in molecular flux to the spacecraft is
noted which peaks and begins to decline as the flo,vapproaches a fre'- mclecular
condition. SRM2 flux is small beca_tseof the smaller ;_otor.

A summary _f the ignition and burnout transients and the steady state flow
Field contamination is shown in Figure 9. It is evident that tle transient
burnout is the largest contributor %o spacecraft contamination.

Ambient Scattering (Main Burn)

In the lower atmosphere (150-300 Km), the ambient environment is
sufficiently dense to scatter the exhaust gas molecules in the bdckflow region
during SRMI operation. The ambient scattering model described earlier was used.
Two atmospheric model.=were used, Reference 8, for the mean density abnosphere

and Reference 9, for th%max_mum density atmosphere. Using a collision cross
section of 5.0 x 10"" cm_, a molecular radius of two Angst[oresand a typical
trajectory, the ambient scattered molecules produce 1.51 x 10TM microgram/cm_ of
contamination on the spacecraft.
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Ambient Scattering (Retro-Grade Maneuver)

From a Titan Launch, the SRMI boosts the IUS and typical spacecraft from
low earth orbit toward synchronc'_s orhit. Following SRMI i_oost, a velocity
vector correction may be required using the aft facing RCS pitch and yaw motors.
If a red_,ction in ,elocity is required, the IUS will be rotated 130 degrees to
point the RCS system to reduce spacecraft velocity. During th:s time, the SRMI
outgassing is decaying exponentially. The oncoming a_,,_ier,t mol._ules will
impinge upon the outgassing molecules and some will be scattered towa_] the
spacecraft. Tl.e afnount of deposition of co,_taminant is strongly a function of
both the motor outgassinq race and ambient density both of which are decaying
rapidly with time. Figure 4 shows the ambient scattered contamination occur_ng
during an SRM1 retrograde maneuver. It is evidert that a delay in the
retrograde maneuver can significantly reduce contamination. Currently a 180
second time delay is used -)r the IUS.

SRM Heat-Soak

1he e×_ernal su'faces of the Kevlar epoxy mctor cases of the IUS SRM's are
expected t_ reach temperatures of 500°F 25 to 30 minutes after motcr burnout
from heat being conducted from the inslde surfaces of the motor case. Tests
conducted on Kevlar epoxy materials heated to 400°F and 600°F have measured
volatile condensible material (VCM) of 0.03 percent and 1.4 percent
respectively. An interpolatedvalue of 0.8 percent ha=. been assumed for a 500°F
external wall temperature. Table II su_mnarizesthe results of the analysis and
the assumptions. Most of the outgassing will condense on cool internal surfaces
of the interstage and equipment support ring with very little be,ng vented
overboard. The only outga_.sing which could reach the spacecraft would be
through the interface connector bracke, ' "_ predicted to be 0.42 micrograms/
cn:_frqm the SRM2 motor case. SRY,I rein, , the paylJad until synchronous
orbit _s reached which is approxima_.,j five hours aft_.r SRM1 burnout.
Temperatures of the motor case at this time ere p_edicted to be approximately
350UF wbi=h will produce only minor outga_sing (VCM = 0.03%). Contamination
deposition to the spacecraf_ from the SRMI motor case following separation will
be negligible since the temperatures have dropped significantly and the time
between separation and SRM2 ignition is on]y three minutes.

Summary of Contamination Flux

Contamination to spacecraft results from grou,,C operations through
spacecraft end of life oprations. This report has addressed potential sources
of contamination From the IdS solid rocket motors during tran3fer orbit
operations. Table IV shows a summary of the levels of contaminaLion f_om the
various SRI_ sources. Note that the retrograde maneuver is delayed i_30 secunds
to reduce contamination ar,d the contamination/collision avoiIance maneuver
precludes contamination from the SRMoutgassing af._r sepdrctlon by not allowing
the SRMr_ozzle to point in the direction of the spacecraft.

ANALYSIS VrRIFICATION

The Imount uf ground or flight data useful for verification of analytical
tools is very limited and incomplete. The following paragraphs Jescribe
Lockheed and AEDC_round test data and GSFC flicht data which prov;o_s some
verification oF the analytical tools,
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LMSCTest Data

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company conducted subscale solid propellant
motor tests with aluminum loadings of 2, 10 and 15 percent at simulated
altitudes of 50,000, 100,000 and 112,000 feet for comparison with analytical
predictionsusing the PIP code. The tests were conducted in the High Reynolds
Number Wind Tunnel Test Facility at the Marshall Space Flight Center. The
details of the test and analyses are found in Reference 10 and an example of the
comparison is shown in Figure 10. This figure s',1owsthat the computer code
predicted a drop in the pitot pressure radial distribution with an increase .n
aluminum concentrationwhich correlated with a measured drop in pitot pressure
fr_,_ the test program. It would indicate that the computer code is correctly
accounting for the gas-particle interactionson total pressure loss.

AEDC Bi-Pr pellant Data

In March 1978, AEDC _=:orted data (Reference ii) taken un a 5-1bf
bi-propellant ,not_rfor g,, flJ, measurements in the plume backflow. The motor

used mono-methyl hydrazine I,:_H)and nitrogen tetroxide (N2om) as the fuel and
oxidizer, resDecti ',. Mary combinations of oxidizerTfuel ratio, nozzle
expansion ra'io, c,JmL._r pressure, chamber geometry and duty cycle were
investigated co det_nnin_ Lheir effects on the flux. A standard conf<guration
,vaschosen which had oxidizer/fuel = 1.6, expansion ratio - 1{]0, chamber
pressure - 100 psia, 2-inch cylindrical combustion chamber and one percent duty
cy:_e of 100 msec pulses. The baseline configurationwas placed in the AEDC 10
ft. diameter by 20 ft. long cryogenic test chamber and the backflow fluxes were
Lneasureqby eight quartz crystal microbalances (QCM's). The QCM's were cnoled
to 25°K and were placed 26 to 147 degrees from the thrust axis and 39.4 t_ 155
cm. from the ,:zleexit. Figure 11 shows the test data plotted against the
flux cal-ulat," using the gasdynamic codes described previously. Reasonable
co_rel-'_un is _Dtalned between the analysis a i test data to approximately 135
dr .;ceF

GSF_ Flight Data

The Anchore Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (AIMP-E) was launched in
1967 with a co.taminationmonitor on the fourth stage near the THIOKOL TE-M-458
re "o motor (Reference 12). The contaminationmoni.or consisted of a light
_o_rce, a reflectance plate and a solar cell sensor. The configuration is shown
in Figere I? along wi_h the measuremer_tsmade by the instrument. Approximately
three minutes after fourth stage burnout, the contaminationmonitor indicated a
_hange in the absorptivitywhich conti,_uedfor 15 minutes. The absorptivity of
the reflecting surface changed fro_;10.I to 0.25 during this time. The
decreasing absorptance at 9 hours and 30 minutes is n_t understood. The total
deposit is known to have remained approximately two hcurs before the data
recording was terr'inat_d.

A number of obse:'vationsshouIH be made: I) no contamlna_ion was noted
during solid rockct motor firing (25 seconds) which would indicate that the
contaminationwas not associated with intermolecular self scattering during
_,_otorfiring, 2) the motor case started to increase in temperature at about 3
w,inutes atter burnout and peaked at 21 minute_ after motor burnout, indicating
the apparent conta_:ff,,ationcould be from materials outgassing outside the motor
case (_ylar insulation cove_red motor area) , and 3) the contamination
accumulation 3 to 18 .qdnutes after motor burnout is consistent with the
trans_cnt analysis which predicts the :,_ajority of contamination fro_:
intermolecula, interactions occurs after Lnotorburr_out.
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CONCLUSIONS

I. Analytical tools have been developed to predict spacecraft contamination
fr_n solid rocket motors. Limited ground and flight data have confirmed
some of the analysis tool results. LMSCsubscale test pitot pressure data
shows a reduced total pressure with increasing aluminum particle
concentration wh]_h is confimed by the analytical tools. Analytical
predictions of mass flux in the p, ume back flow region correlate with AEDC
experimental measurements. AIMP-E flight data indicates significant
contamination on a contamination monitor after motor burnout which
correlates with the analytical predictions.

2. Application of the analysis tools to a typical sp,,cecrafton the IUS have
produced the following conclusions:

a. The outer surface of the IUS Kevlar epoxy motor case reaches 500°F 25 t_
30 minutes after motor burnout which allows 0.42 micrograms per cm_
direct flux to the spacecraft through the interface electrical connector
plate. The thermal blanket at the IUS/spacecraft interface prevents
significantlymore contamination to the spacecraft.

b. A delay in retro,jrade maneuver of 180 seconds following _RMI burn

reduces the 2spacecraft contamination from 2.6 microgram/cm_ co 0.015
micrograms/cm . This contamination results from aJ_ibient molecules
scattering SRMI outgassing products toward the spacecraft during a
r,egativevelocity correction maneuver. No delay is required in the
,etro _laneuver for SRM2 since the ambient density in synchronous orbit
produces negligible scattering.

c. Intermolecular (self) scattering of exhaust products toward tile
_pacecraft during or following SRM burns is _egligible. The burnoy_
outgas_ing phase produces I x 10-8 micrograms/cm_ compared to I x 10-_
micrograms/ch__ during steady state burn.
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